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About this manual 
 
This manual is intended to help anyone who wants to install and customize EPV zParser V13. 
 
 

Changes 
 
Technical changes or additions to the text are indicated by a vertical line to the left of the change.  
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1 Overview  
 
EPV zParser is a revolutionary alternative tool designed to free customers from the need of using 
old, expensive and complex-to-manage mainframe tools to interpret and collect SMF and other data 
needed to support Capacity Management and other related activities.  
 
EPV zParser interprets and collects SMF and RMF standard records, SMF user records, IMS log 
records, IDCAMS/DCOLLECT records, z/VM monitor records, BVIR records produced by the 
IBM TS7700 VTS, CSV files and creates TXT files which can be loaded in a SQL  database1. 
Currently supported DBMS are MySQL (Linux, Unix and Windows systems) and MS SQL Server 
(Windows systems). 
 
EPV zParser is a component of the Enterprise Performance Vision (EPV) product suite; it is also the 
suite foundation providing input data to EPV for z/OS, EPV for DB2, EPV for WMQ and EPV for 
zLINUX products. 
 
1.1 Product modes 
 
EPV zParser is available in full mode or in light mode: 

 when in full mode it interprets and collects all the desired records and fields; it’s up to the 
customer to select what has to be processed2; 

 when in light mode it interprets and collects only the records and fields needed by the 
licensed EPV products (EPV for z/OS, EPV for DB2, EPV for zLINUX and EPV for 
WMQ);  

 
The EPV zParser mode is automatically enabled depending on the password key. 
 
1.2 Product components 
 
EPV zParser can be considered as an out-of-the-box solution. 
 
Product components are: 
 EPV zParser Reader 
 EPV zParser Loader  
 EPV zParser Agents 

 
The optional EPV Installation and Customization GUI component is also included in the zParser 
package. 

                                                 
1 A full list of supported input data is provided in Attachment A, B, C and D. 
2 Only the Monitor records needed by EPV for zLINUX are collected. 
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It provides an easy, flexible and error proof interface to customize to the EPV zParser and other 
EPV products; its goal is to set all the needed parameters in a profile; the profile contains all the 
parameters and tasks needed to run EPV.   
 
 
1.3 Architecture 
 
Based on the parameters set in the EPV user profile (see Chapter 5 and 7), the EPV zParser Reader 
can process various input files such as SMF, IMS log records, IDCAMS DCOLLECT data, VTS 
BVIR historical records, z/VM Monitor records, CSV files, etc. The SMF input files can also be 
zipped; in that case EPV zParser Reader automatically selects the appropriate routine to analyse 
them. 
 
For each input record type, two sequential output files are produced in a work folder defined in the 
profile: 
 Header, extension is HDR 
 Data, extension is TXT. 

 
The input files are loaded by the zParser Loader component into an SQL database. 
 
As an alternative CSV files can be created starting from HDR and TXT files. Please refer to section 
5.3 for more details. 
 
 
EPV zParser Reader produces a detailed report showing the number and type of valid records found 
during the processing phase. Invalid records and errors found are also logged. 
 
EPV zParser provides internal mechanisms to avoid parsing duplicate SMF log dumps and records. 
 
1.4 Language   
 
EPV zParser is written in Perl language. 
 
1.5 Prerequisites 
 
EPV zParser has no prerequisites. 
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2 Preliminary checks  
 
Before installing the EPV Products in Unix/Linux systems please perform the following checks.  
 
2.1 Perl modules 
 
Please check that Perl 5 (or above) is installed and MySQL 5 (or above) is available. 
 
The following packages are required to run all the EPV Products:  
 

Package Notes 
Compress::Zlib  included in standard Perl installation  
Cwd  included in standard Perl installation 
Data::Dumper included in standard Perl installation 
DBI included in standard Perl installation 
FileHandle included in standard Perl installation
File::Temp included in standard Perl installation 
POSIX included in standard Perl installation 
Shell included in standard Perl installation 
Archive::Zip  
Bit::Vector  
Convert::IBM390  
Date::Calc  
DBD::mysql From version 4.0.18  onwards 
DBM::Deep  
File::Stat  
File::Copy  
HTTP::Date  
Number::Format  
Text::FormatTable  
Time::gmtime  
Time::localtime  
Parallel::Jobs  
Net::FTP  
Clone  
Math::Base::Convert  
Module::Runtime  
Params::Util  
Text::Soundex  
File::Sort  
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Filesys::DiskFree  
Number::Bytes::Human  
Compress::Raw::Bzip2  
Compress::Raw::Zlib  
IO::Compress  
Carp  
Carp::Clan  
File::Copy::Recursive  
PathTools  
SQL::Statement  
Sub::Uplevel  
Test::Deep  
Test::Exception  
Test::NoWarnings  
Test::Tester  
Test::Warn  
Text::CSV_XS  
Time::Local  
Tree::DAG_Node  
Human::Bytes  
File::Size  

 
Missing packages can be downloaded from the www.cpan.org web site.  
 
The following packages are only required if you want to run the EPV Graph for z/OS product:  
 

Package Notes 
GD.pm  
GD/Graph.pm  
GD/Graph/Area.pm  
GD/Graph/colour.pm  
GD/Graph/data.pm  
GD/Graph/error.pm  
GD/Graph/Mixed.pm  
GD/Graph/Points.pm  
GD/Graph/Utils.pm  
GD/Image.pm  
GD/Polygon.pm  
GDTextUtil  

 
All the missing Perl modules can be downloaded from the www.cpan.org web site.  
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All the GD packages can be downloaded from the www.boutell.com/gd/ web site. 
 
The following package is only required if you want to run the EPVInstForUnix.PL program or if 
you want to use the CSV repository:  
 

Package Notes 
DBD::CSV  

 
If you want to use the CSV repository you can avoid to install the MySQL perl module by putting a # 
before the ‘use’ statement for the DBD::mysql perl module inside: 
 EPVROOT/SETUP/Setup_UseMOD_withoutTK.PL 
 EPVROOT/PRODUCTS/EPVZPARSER_V13/PARSER_AGENT/Parser_Agent_UseMOD.PL 
 EPVROOT/PRODUCTS/EPVZPARSER_V13/PARSER_LOADER/ Parser_Loader_UseMOD.PL 
Example: # use DBD::mysql; 
 
Please keep in mind that: 

 packages included in the standard Perl installation depends on the specific Perl version and 
on the O.S. environment; 

 additional packages may be required as pre requisites of the ones mentioned here. 
 
2.2 Dos2unix command 
 
Please check that the dos2unix command is available. 
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3 Installation in Windows 
 
EPV products support MySQL Server and MS SQL Server; only EPV zParser supports also the CSV 
repository. 
If you want to use the CSV repository with EPV zParser, skip to 3.2. 
 
To install EPV zParser you need to perform the following steps: 

1. DBMS installation (not needed in case of CSV repository);  
2. prepare products and password folders. 

 
3.1 DBMS Installation 
 
EPV zParser supports MySQL Server and MS SQL Server3. 
 
If you plan to use the MySQL Server installation please refer to 3.1.1 and 3.1.2  otherwise refer to 
3.1.3 and 3.1.4. 

3.1.1 MySQL Server installation and configuration 
 
To install MySQL you can use the version (for Windows) provided in the EPV installation CD or 
you can download the last free version from www.mysql.com. The EPV zParser databases are 
created during the customization phase.  
 
If you install MySQL for the first time please see attachment E.  

If MySQL is already installed, you need to customize the following parameters in order to let EPV 
zParser work properly4 : 

 
 set the default-storage-engine (formerly TABLE_TYPE) parameter to MYISAM (General 

options in MySQL Workbench); 

 set the sql-mode parameter to blank (General options in MySQL Workbench); 

 set character-set-server parameter to Latin1 (General options in MySQL Workbench); 

 set the lower_case_table_names parameter to 1 (General options in MySQL Workbench). 

3.1.2 Creation of a MySQL user 
Once you have installed and configured MySQL software you can create a dedicated user for the 
EPV zParser or use the root user defined at installation time.  To create a dedicated user (epv in the 
following example) please type the following commands in the DOS window: 

                                                 
3 It is possible to load the HDR and TXT files produced by the EPV zParser Reader on any DBMS; the HDR file contains 
the record layout of the TXT file. 
4 You don’t need to perform these customization steps if the MySQL version is 4.0.0.18 or older. 
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 cd PathToMysqlbin5  

mysql --user=root --password=root_pwd 

From the MySQL shell perform the following commands: 

 CREATE USER ‘epv’@’localhost’ IDENTIFIED BY ‘put your password here’ 

 MySQL>GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO ‘epv’@’localhost’ 

 >WITH GRANT OPTION; 

 MySQL>GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO epv@’%’ 

 >WITH GRANT OPTION; 

 MySQL>QUIT; 

3.1.3 Microsoft SQL Server installation and configuration 
 
Please follow the Microsoft documentation to perform the MS SQL Server installation.  
Both the free MS SQL Server Express Edition or the licensed MS SQL Server product can be used 
by EPV zParser. 

3.1.4 Creation of the MS SQL Server user 
 
Once you have installed and configured MS SQL Server you can work with the “sa” user or create a 
dedicated user for EPV zParser. To create a dedicated user open the SQL Server  Management 
Studio utility and perform the following steps: 

 Expand the “Security” folder in the tab on the left; open the Logins folder inside there are all 
the defined users. 

 Right click on the Logins folder, a popup menu will appear, select then the “New Login” 
option. It will prompt a new window with the login properties. 

 In the “Login Name” type the name of your new user (e.g. epvuser). 

 Choose the type of authentication ( Windows or SQL). We suggest to choose “SQL Server 
authentication” and type a password for your SQL Server user. 

 Specify the default language and database for the created user. We suggest to use 
“ZPARSER” as the default database and leave the language with the “<default>” choice 
selected. 

 On the left side, in the Select a Page box, choose the “Server Roles” tab and select the 
options: 

1. sysadmin 

2. dbcreator 

                                                 
5 Please substitute the right path to the bin folder inside the MySQL product structure. 
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3. bulkadmin 

 In the same box, select the “User Mapping”  tab and select all the databases created for the 
EPV zParser product ( Eg. ZPARSER, or ZPARSER_1 and ZPARSER_2). 

 Click ok. Now you have created your SQL Server user 

 
3.2 Preparing products and password folders 
 
In Windows systems you have to copy the supplied /PASSWORD, /PRODUCTS,  /SETUP, 
/TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS and /USERPROFILE folders, and all the included subfolders, from the 
EPV Installation CD to a freely chosen position. From here on the “$EPVPATH” variable should be 
substituted with the path where the installation software was copied. 

 
WARNING: Those folders should not be copied to the disk drive root folder, so we recommend to 
create a folder in the root (e.g. $EPVPATH=/EPVROOT) and copy the /PASSWORD, 
/PRODUCTS, SETUP, /TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS and /USERPROFILE folders into it.  

 
Products licenses will be separately provided in files named LICENSE_product.EPV; they have to 
be copied into the PASSWORD folder.  
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4 Installation in Unix/Linux 
 
EPV products running in Unix/Linux systems support MySQL Server; only EPV zParser supports also 
the CSV repository. 
If you want to use the CSV repository with EPV zParser, skip to 4.3. 
 
To install EPV zParser in Unix/Linux systems you need to perform the following steps: 

1. user definition; 
2. DBMS installation (not needed in case of CSV repository);  
3. prepare products and password folders; 

 
4.1 User definition 
 
Please define a user (e.g. epv) which will be the product owner. 
 
4.2 DBMS Installation 
 
EPV products support MySQL Server6. 

4.2.1 MySQL Server installation and configuration 
 
To install MySQL please refer to Attachment E.  

You need to customize the following parameters in the mysqld section of my.cnf (MySQL 
configuration file) in order to let EPV zParser work properly7 : 

 set the default-storage-engine (formerly table_type) parameter to MYISAM; 

 set the sql-mode parameter to blank; 

 set default-character-set parameter to latin1; 

 set the lower_case_table_names parameter to 1. 

MySQL has to be closed and restarted for the modifications to take effect. 

4.2.2 Creation of a MySQL user 
Once you have installed and configured MySQL software you can create a dedicated user for EPV 
zParser or use the root user defined at installation time.  To create a dedicated user (epv in the 
following example) please type the following commands in the DOS window: 

 cd PathToMysqlbin8  

                                                 
6 It is possible to load the HDR and TXT files produced by the EPV zParser Reader on any DBMS. The HDR file contains 
the record layout of the TXT file. 
7 You don’t need to perform these customization steps if the MySQL version is 4.0.0.18 or older. 
8 Please substitute the right path to the bin folder inside the MySQL product structure. 
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mysql --user=root --password=root_pwd 

From the MySQL shell perform the following commands: 

 CREATE USER ‘epv’@’localhost’ IDENTIFIED BY ‘put your password here’ 

 MySQL>GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO ‘epv’@’localhost’ 

 >WITH GRANT OPTION; 

 MySQL>GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO ‘epv’@’%’ 

 >WITH GRANT OPTION; 

 MySQL>QUIT; 

 
4.3 Preparing products and password folders 
 
In Unix/Linux systems you have to copy the supplied /PASSWORD, /PRODUCTS,  /SETUP, 
/TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS, /USERPROFILE, /PERL_MODULES9 folders and all the included 
subfolders, from the EPV Installation CD to a freely chosen position but the last folder has to be 
EPVROOT (e.g. /home/epv/EPVROOT). 
 
From here on the “$EPVPATH” variable should be substituted with the path where the installation 
software was copied. 
 
In UNIX/LINUX OS you must export this variable, since all the sh procedure use it, by issuing the 
following command: 

export EPVPATH=/home/epv/EPVROOT/  
 
you can also put this command in the EPV user automatic logon script (e.g. bashrc or /etc/profile).  
 
Products licenses will be separately provided in files named LICENSE_product.EPV; they have to 
be copied to the PASSWORD folder.  

 
As discussed in Chapter 7, you can create a user profile in Windows by using the EPV 
Customization GUI and then move the user profile to a Unix/Linux system where the EPV products 
have to run. 
Only in that case in order to run the EPV Customization GUI you have also to copy the supplied 
/PASSWORD, /PRODUCTS,  /SETUP, /TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS and /USERPROFILE folders, and 
all the included subfolders, from the EPV Installation CD to a folder in a Windows system (e.g. 
/EPVROOT/). 
All the provided products licenses have also to be copied in the PASSWORD folder. These licenses  
will only be used to run the EPV Customization GUI.   
 

                                                 
9 PERL_MODULES includes the PERL_LIB_SOURCE folder providing all the perl modules listed in Chapter 2.1.  
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WARNING: The manual customization has not to be performed when running in continuous 
mode. In that case you have to use the Promote Profile function provided in the EPV 
Customization GUI (Chapter 7). 

5 Manual Customization 
 
You can use the EPV Installation and Customization GUI (see Chapter 7) or you can perform a 
manual customization following these steps.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter we only refer to .BAT procedures designed to run on Windows systems but the same 
procedures are also provided as .sh to run on Unix and Linux.  
Remember that $EPVPATH is used only as a reference in the manuals when zParser runs on 
Windows while when running on Unix/Linux you must export this variable (see Chapter 4.3). 
 
WARNING: since all the parameters mentioned in this chapter are Perl variables and Arrays, the 
following syntax rules have to be used:  

$variable_name = ‘value’;  if alphanumeric; 
$variable_name = value;  if numeric; 
@array_name = (‘value1’);  if only one alphanumeric value; 
@array_name = (value1);  if only one numeric value; 
@array_name = (‘value1’,’value2’,’value3’, …);  if multiple alphanumeric values. 
@array_name = (value1,value2,value3, …);  if multiple numeric values. 

 
  
5.1 Choose the EPV user profile  
 
The EPV user profile provides the information needed to process the input data. Four profiles  are 
included in /TOOLS/EPV_PROFILE_TEMPLATES in the installation CD:  

 EPVULIGHT, EPV zParser in light mode for Unix/Linux systems which only provides the 
fields needed by the EPV products;  

 EPVWLIGHT, EPV zParser in light mode for Windows systems which only provides the 
fields needed by the EPV products; 

 EPVUFULL, EPV zParser in full mode for Unix/Linux systems which provides all the fields 
for all the supported SMF, IMS, DCOLLECT and z/VM records.  

 EPVWFULL, EPV zParser in full mode for Windows systems which provides all the fields 
for all the supported SMF, IMS, DCOLLECT and z/VM records.  

 
Rename the chosen profile as desired.   
From here on, $Profilename should be substituted with the name you chose. 
 
WARNING: Please note that blanks inside folder names are NOT allowed. 
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5.2 Customizing the PROFILE_OS.PL parameters 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/PROFILE_OS.PL and set the 
$OPSYSTEM parameter to the OS environment where the EPV suite will be installed; possible 
values are MSWin32 (all Windows systems) or LINUX (Unix and Linux systems). 
 
5.3 Customizing the SETTINGS.PL parameters 

 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/SETTINGS.PL and change: 
 

1. $DBENGINE  to reflect your DBengine (MYSQL, SQLSERVER  or CSV). 
Default: MYSQL 

2. $MYUSER  to DBengine username. Default: root 
3. $MYPSWD  to DBengine user password. Default: no default value 
4. $MYHOST  to DBengine host address; if you choose CSV at point 1, here 

you must set the path to the folder containing the CSV files; example C:/OUTCSV. 
Default: localhost 

5. $MYPORT   to TCP/IP port where DBengine is listening. Default: 3306 
6. $DBPARSER  to DB name you chose. Default: ZPARSER 
7. $EPVPARSERCONF zParser configuration database name. Default: 

EPV_PARSERCONFIG 
8. $USE_LOCAL              only relevant for MySQL on Linux/Unix; if product code and 

DBs are on different systems set to 1 to prevent errors during BULK insert of TXT 
files into the DB; if product code and DBs are on the same system set to 0 to prevent 
errors during BULK insert of TXT files into the DB but to avoid authorization errors 
give execution permissions to all the TXT files path. Default: 1 

9. $WORKDIR             $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/WORK 
10. $HTMDIR             $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/HTML 
11. $WORKDIRNET          $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename//WORK 
12. $EPVDBS->{DBPARSER}     same as $DBPARSER, just in hash format. 
13. $EPVDBS->{EPVPARSERCONF}  same as $EPVPARSERCONF, just in 

hash format. 
14. $NULLVAL  default value to be print in the DB in case of NULL fields (\N 

for MySQL, no default value for SQLSERVER). 
15. $LONGNUM  manage the variable numeric type depending on the DB engine 

used (DOUBLE for MySQL and FLOAT for SQLSERVER). 
 
Parameters from 8 to 10 have the following meaning: 

 WORKDIR = folder where the EPV zParser Reader will output .TXT and .HDR files which 
are the result of the parsing phase; 

 WORKDIRNET = folder where the EPV zParser Loader will read the .TXT and .HDR files 
to load them in the DBs; 

 HTMDIR = folder where your produced HTML pages will be put (used by EPV for z/OS, 
EPV Graph for z/OS and EPV for DB2 but not by EPV zParser); 
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The $WORKDIR and $WORKDIRNET parameters allow you to separate the EPV zParser code, 
the DBs and the work areas on different systems. 
 
The following scenarios can be implemented:     
 
a) they are in the same system and the work areas are local to both of them; 
$WORKDIR = $WORKDIRNET (e.g. C:/WORK) 

 
b) they are in different systems the work areas are remote to both of them; 
$WORKDIR = $WORKDIRNET (e.g. //remote_system/WORK) 

 
c) they are in different systems the work areas are local to the system where EPV zParser code runs 
and therefore remote to the DBs; 
$WORKDIR = C:/WORK 
$WORKDIRNET = //system_EPV_zParser_code/WORK 
 
d) they are in different systems the work areas are local to the system where DBs are and therefore 
remote to the EPV zParser code; 
$WORKDIR = //system_EPV_zParser_DBs/WORK 
$WORKDIRNET = C:/WORK 
 
NOTE: In SETTINGS.PL there are many other parameters which are related to other components 
of the EPV product suite; they are discussed in the appropriate product manuals. 
 
 
5.4 Customizing the CONFIG.PL parameters 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/CONFIG.PL and substitute the 
appropriate values into $EPVPATH and $Profilename.  

 
Unless you have specific needs, leave all the following parameters at their defaults, the meaning of 
each one of them is: 

 $SecSleep: seconds to wait, before EPV agents check for files in the input folders; default: 
100;  

 $LOGPATH: it can be used to set the EPV zParser log folder position even outside of the 
user profile; the use of this parameter is discouraged so it is not supported by the EPV 
Customization GUI; default: $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/LOGS; 

 $ActionLOG: to save input data after they have been parsed; values can be DELETE or 
STORE; default: DELETE; 

 $ReadLog: it bypass checking if the SMF input data has been already parsed or not. With 
NODUP zParser gives and error if you try to parse again the same SMF dump; the other 
option is FORCE: in this case you can parse the same data as many times as you like; 
default: NODUP; 

 $Save_Dir: in case you set the $ActionLOG parameter to STORE, you have to specify here 
the path and folder where parsed data will be saved; default: no default value; 
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 @ParserReader: an array containing the list of agents to be activated; they can be SMF,  
LOGIMS, DCO, BVIR, ZVM and CSV (in order to correctly write a perl array please refer 
to the warning at the beginning of this chapter); default: no default value; 

 $AGENT_ID: agent name that will be shown in Task Manager or in Process list; this name 
will be also used in all messages produced by the agents; default: EPV_AGENT; 

 $DoSend: it enables the sending of the TXT and HDR files produced by the EPV zParser 
Reader to another system;  possible values are 0 and 1; default: 0; 

 $InstParserMode: it allows to choose to install only the EPV zParser Reader component, the 
EPV zParser Loader component or BOTH ( R, L, B ); default: B; 

 $FTPHOST: the name of the system where TXT and HDR files will be sent; it has effect 
only if $DoSend has been set to 1; default: no default value; 

 $FTPUSER: username to access the system specified in $FTPHOST; it has effect only if 
$DoSend has been set to 1; default: no default value; 

 $FTPPWD: password to access the system specified in $FTPHOST; it has effect only if 
$DoSend has been set to 1; default: no default value; 

 $FTPFOLDER: folder on the system specified in $FTPHOST where data will be 
transferred; it has effect only if $DoSend has been set to 1; default: no default value; 

 $CheckDupRead : it avoids to read the same SMF data twice; it can be N or Y; default: N 
 $CodePage: Code page used for character translation during the EPV zParser Reader phase; 

default: CP00500 (Latin-1); 
 $dbexit: it enables the Staging DB10 function (see Chapter 6.4); possible values are: DIST, 

FIXD and USER; DIST will enable Staging DB; FIXD will disable it; USER will include 
the  DBCONN_USER.PL module which has to be coded by the user to manage a 
customized Staging DB (please contact EPV support for more details on that); default: 
FIXD; 

 $DBMAXEOD: number of DBs defined for Staging DB; default is 1 if $dbexit is FIXD 
(which means the Staging DB function is disabled); default is 5 if $dbexit is DIST; 

 $ProductString: three digit code of installed products ( eg. ZOS, ZLX ecc ), you can remove 
or add a product manually ( if you have the appropriate license file); default: no default 
value; 

 $dbifbusySTOP: it determines the EPV zParser behaviour when Staging DB is enabled and 
all the DBs are locked (in “CLOSE” status); possible values are 0, 1 and 2; with 0, the oldest 
DB will be over written and the processing continues; with 1, the processing stops and an 
error message is written to the product log; with 2, the processing continues using the same 
DB; default: 1; 

 $LOGIMS_Type: it can be LOGIMS_78, LOGIMS_FA, LOGIMS_56FA according to what 
type of IMS/LOGIMS input data you need to collect; default: LOGIMS_56FA; 

 $DAYSKEEPLOADING: it can be a number >= 1. It represents the number of days that 
zParser will keep collecting data when running in Continuous mode, all the Staging DBs are 
full and $dbifbusySTOP is set to 2; default: 1; 

 $FilterDupRows this parameters checks for the presence of duplicate records in type SMF 
70:78, 30, 100, 115. If set to NO it only prints a message in the log; if set to YES, it removes 

                                                 
10 In case of CSV repository, no DB will be used. CSV files will be put inside folders. 
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duplicate records, a STARTBTC flag should be sent to resume all the EPV processes; 
default: NO; 

 $DBI_ADO_ConnectionTimeout; it is the SQL SERVER connection timeout in seconds; 
default: 60; 

 $DBI_ADO_CommandTimeout; it is the SQL SERVER command timeout in seconds; 
default: 3600; 

 $LOCKTIMEOUT; it is the SQL SERVER Bulk Insert lock timeout in milliseconds; 
default: 2000; 

 $shrinkdb; it is the SQL SERVER database shrink – YES/NO; default: YES. 
 

5.5 Customizing the Input Engines parameters 
 
EPV zParser provides the following engines: 

 SMF, to parse SMF records; 
 DCOLLECT, to parse records produced running the IDCAMS utility with the DCOLLECT 

parameter; 
 LOGIMS, to parse native IMS log records (56FA) and the FA records written to the IMS log 

by the BMC Mainview for IMS product; 
 zVM, to parse z/VM Monitor records produced by MONWRITE; 
 BVIR to parse records produced by the IBM TS7700 VTS; 
 CSV to parse comma separated values files. 

5.5.1 SMF Engine parameters 
 

Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/ EPVZPARSER/SMF/SMFForLoadOut.PL and 
substitute the appropriate values into  $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/SMF/SpecificForSMF.PL and  
change the following parameters: 

 @SMFLOGS; it is the SMF input path; it is the path where SMF dump data will be put to be 
parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path have to be separated by “,”; 
default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/SMF_INPUT; 

 $SMFRecoveryFolder; it is the SMF Recovery path. When zParser is running in Continuous 
mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will try to process 
it again. 

 $SMFBadRecoveryFolder; it is the SMF BadRecovery path. If also the second processing 
attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 

 $cx110MCT; it is the CICS dictionary path’; it is the path where to store CICS MCT 
routines automatically built from dictionary records;  
default path is: 
$EPVPATH/PRODUCTS/EPVZPARSER_V12/PARSER_READER/SMF/CICS_MCT_DI
CTIONARY; 
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WARNING: The name of every  IMS input file has to start with the sysid.imsid prefix 
 
If you use IMS log records 1, 7,8  (please note they are deprecated) the IMS version has also to be 
set in the $RelLOGIMS paramete into 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/LOGIMS/ LOGIMSRelease.PL 
In this case if more than one IMS version is used you should create one copy of the 
LOGIMSRelease.PL file for each version and call it sysid.imsid.IMSReleaseLOGIMS.PL 
Then you can set the appropriate $RelLOGIMS parameter into each of them. 
 

 $BuildMCT; when set to 1, it enables the building of MCT decode routines from CICS 
customized dictionary records; possible values are 0 and 1; default is 0 (which disables this 
function); 

 $AddCXUserField: when set to 1, it enables the extraction of CICS user fields (eg. 
OMEGAMON CICS fields); possible values are 0 and 1; default is 0 (which disables this 
function). 

5.5.2 DCO Engine parameters 
 

Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/ EPVZPARSER/DCO/DCOForLoadOut.PL 
and substitute the appropriate values into $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/DCO/SpecificForDCO.PL and 
change the following parameter: 

 @DCOLOGS; it is the DCOLLECT input path; it is the path where DCOLLECT data will 
be put to be parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path have to be 
separated by “,”; default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename /INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/DCO_INPUT; 

 $DCORecoveryFolder; it is the DCO Recovery path. When zParser is running in Continuous 
mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will try to process 
it again. 

 $DCOBadRecoveryFolder; it is the DCO BadRecovery path. If also the second processing 
attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 

5.5.3 IMS Engine parameters 
 

IMS Engine has been merged with LOGIMS Engine.  

5.5.4 LOGIMS Engine parameters 
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Go into 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/LOGIMS/LOGIMSForLoadOut.PL 
and substitute the appropriate values into  $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/LOGIMS/SpecificForLOGIMS.PL and  
change the following parameter: 

 @LOGIMSLOGS; it is the input path for native IMS log records; it is the path where IMS 
log records will be put to be parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path 
have to be separated by “,”; default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/LOGIMS_INP
UT. 

 $LOGIMSRecoveryFolder; it is the LOGIMS Recovery path. When zParser is running in 
Continuous mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will 
try to process it again. 

 $LOGIMSBadRecoveryFolder; it is the LOGIMS BadRecovery path. If also the second 
processing attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 

5.5.5 ZVM Engine parameters 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/ZVM/ZVMForLoadOut.PL 
and substitute the appropriate values into $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/ZVM/SpecificForZVM.PL and 
change the following parameter: 

 @ZVMLOGS; it is the input path for z/VM Monitor records; it is the path where z/VM 
records will be put to be parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path 
have to be separated by “,”; default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/ZVM_INPUT; 

 $ZVMRecoveryFolder; it is the ZVM Recovery path. When zParser is running in 
Continuous mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will 
try to process it again. 

 $ZVMBadRecoveryFolder; it is the ZVM BadRecovery path. If also the second processing 
attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 

5.5.6 BVIR Engine parameters 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/BVIR/BVIRForLoadOut.PL 
and substitute the appropriate values into  $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/BVIR/SpecificForBVIR.PL 
and change the following parameter: 
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 @BVIRLOGS; it is the input path for BVIR files; it is the path where BVIR files will be put 
to be parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path have to be separated 
by “,”; default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/BVIR_INPUT. 

 $BVIRRecoveryFolder; it is the BVIR Recovery path. When zParser is running in 
Continuous mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will 
try to process it again. 

 $BVIRBadRecoveryFolder; it is the BVIR BadRecovery path. If also the second processing 
attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 

5.5.7 CSV Engine parameters 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/CSV/CSVForLoadOut.PL and 
substitute the appropriate values into $EPVPATH and $Profilename. 
 
Go into $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/CSV/SpecificForCSV.PL and 
change the following parameter: 

 @CSVLOGS; it is the input path for CSV files; it is the path where CSV files will be put to 
be parsed; more than one input path is allowed; multiple input path have to be separated by 
“,”; default path is: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/CSV_INPUT. 

 $CSVRecoveryFolder; it is the CSV Recovery path. When zParser is running in Continuous 
mode and an error occurs, it will move the input file into this folder and it will try to process 
it again. 

 $CSVBadRecoveryFolder; it is the CSV BadRecovery path. If also the second processing 
attempt ends in error, zParser will move the input file into this ‘trash’ folder. 
 
 

5.6 Create EPV zParser Databases  
 
MySQL 
 
Under $EPVPATH/TOOLS/PARSER/MYSQL_PROCS there are two folders, UNIX and WIN32, 
which contains all the MySQL procedure needed to create the DB objects (DBs, tables and  stored 
procedures) used by EPV zParser. 
A unique procedure (RUNALL.BAT for Windows systems and RUNALL.sh for Unix and Linux 
systems) is provided which calls all the others in the right sequence.  
 
To run the procedure, open a command prompt or shell and run: 
  

 for Windows systems: RUNALL.BAT youruser yourpassword, 
where youruser and yourpassword are those defined in your DB manager server; 

 for Unix and Linux systems: ./RUNALL.sh youruser yourpassword,   
where youruser and yourpassword are those defined in your DB manager server; 
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Staging DBs11 (see Chapter 6.4) have to be allocated manually; to do that please run the 
EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.BAT located in  
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS.  
This procedure reads your configuration parameters, allocates all the needed DB’s, tables and stored 
procedures.  
 
If, after some time, you need to change the number of your staging DB’s, change the 
$DBMAXEOD parameter and re-run the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.BAT. 
Please note that in case you reduce the number of staging DBs, the procedure will reconfigure the 
staging environment but, to avoid unwanted deletion of relevant data, it will not delete the 
exceeding DB’s. You have to manually delete the databases that are not used anymore.  
 
 
SQL Server 
 
Under the $EPVPATH/TOOLS/PARSER/SQLSERVER_PROCS folder you can find all the SQL 
Server procedure needed to create the DB objects (DBs, tables and stored procedures) used by EPV 
zParser. 
A unique procedure (RUNALL.BAT) is provided which calls all the others in the right sequence. 
 
To run the procedure, open a command prompt and run: 
  

 RUNALL.BAT youruser yourpassword instance 
where youruser and yourpassword are those defined in your DB manager server and 
instance is the name of the SQL Server instance you want to connect to. 
 

Staging DBs12 (see Chapter 6.4) have to be allocated manually; to do that please run the 
EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.BAT located in  
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS.  
This procedure reads your configuration parameters, allocates all the needed DB’s, tables and stored 
procedures.  
 
If, after some time, you need to change the number of your staging DB’s, change the 
$DBMAXEOD parameter and re-run the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.BAT. 
Please note that in case you reduce the number of staging DBs, the procedure will reconfigure the 
staging environment but, to avoid unwanted deletion of relevant data, it will not delete the 
exceeding DB’s. You have to manually delete the databases that are not used anymore.  

 
NOTE: The RUNALL procedures creates an additional DB, called EPV_ParserConfig, which is 
only used when Staging DB is implemented.  

 

                                                 
11 In case of CSV repository, no DB will be used. CSV files will be put inside folders. 
12 In case of CSV repository, no DB will be used. CSV files will be put inside folders. 
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6 Scheduling  
 
EPV zParser provides a set of procedures which can be scheduled (manually or automatically) in 
order to parse your input files and populate the DBs. Both manually, and automatically started 
procedures, requires a preliminary customization of those procedures. 
 
In this chapter we only refer to .BAT procedure designed to run on Windows systems but the same 
procedure are also provided as .sh to run on Unix and Linux.  
 
You can use the EPV Installation and Customization GUI (see Chapter 5) or you can perform a 
manual customization following these steps.  
 
EPV zParser supports two scheduling modes: collecting data once a day and collecting data in 
continuous mode.  
 
6.1 Collecting data once a day 
 
Collecting data once a day means that you can send the input files all together (normally just after 
midnight) or as soon as they are produced during the day to the system where EPV zParser runs but  
the parsing process will start only once a day at a specific point in time set in your scheduler. 
This processing mode is ideal for small and medium size customers (e.g. less than 20 GB of input 
data per day). 
 
In order to collect data once a day you have to complete the following customization steps.  
In steps a) to e) you have just to modify the $EPVPATH and $Profilename parameters with your 
installation values. 
 
a) Customize the provided .BAT file to clear the DBs; the following .BAT file is provided in the  
EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS folder13: 

 EPVzParserDbClear.BAT – to clear the ZPARSER DB. 
  

b) Customize the provided .BAT files for parsing and loading data in the DB; the following 
.BAT files are provided in the    
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS folder: 

 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_ZOS.BAT – to parse and load all z/OS records (SMF, LOGIMS, 
DCO, BVIR) 

 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_ZVM.BAT – to parse and load z/VM records 
 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_CSV.BAT – to parse and load Comma Separated Value files 
 

c) Customize the provided .BAT files to de-accumulate SMF fields; the following .BAT file is 
provided in the $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS folder: 

                                                 
13

A complete list of EPV .BAT files is provided in Attachment F. 
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 EPVzParserDbDeaccum_ZOS.BAT – to de-accumulate some SMF fields 
 EPVzParserDbDeaccum_ZVM.BAT – to de-accumulate some z/VM fields 

 
d) Customize the provided .BAT files to produce zParser HTML status pages; the following 
.BAT file is provided in the $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS 
folder: 

 EPVzParserLogsAnalyzer.BAT – to produce zParser HTML status pages 
 
e) Customize the ALLPHASES.BAT file; the following ALLPHASES.BAT file is provided in the  
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/PROCS folder.   
 
f) Preparing the input files; schedule the needed procedures in z/OS (or z/VM) in order to put 
your input files14 in the appropriate directories, the folder name structure is:  
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/xxx_INPUT, 
 
where xxx must be: 

 SMF – for SMF records, 
 LOGIMS – for IMS log records and Mainview for IMS type FA/56FA records, 
 DCO – for IDCAMS DCOLLECT records, 
 ZVM – for z/VM Monitor records,  
 BVIR – for records produced by the IBM TS7700 VTS, 
 CSV – for comma separated values input files. 

 
g) Run the data collection process; schedule the ALLPHASES.BAT file customized in step 5. 
 
 
WARNING: if you have other EPV products installed (such as EPV for z/OS and EPV for DB2), 
you have to include the appropriate commands in ALLPHASES.BAT. See the specific product 
installation manuals for more details. 
 
 
6.2 Collecting data in continuous mode 
 
Collecting data in continuous mode means that you can send the input files, as soon as they are 
produced during the day, to the system where EPV zParser runs; in this mode, the parsing process 
will start as soon as each file arrives.  
 
This processing mode is ideal for large size customers (e.g. more than 20 GB of input data per day). 
 
The key element is the EPV AGENT. An EPV AGENT is a light weight task running in background 
and checking for new data to process. 
You can have multiple EPV AGENTS running at the same time: every AGENT will check specific 
input folders for each input type that you want to collect. The input folders are set in the @xxxLOGS 
                                                 
14 Input files can also be compressed in zip format. 
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parameter array in $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/xxx/SpecificForxxx.PL (where xxx can 
be SMF, LOGIMS, DCO, BVIR, ZVM, CSV). An extra AGENT is started for each input type for 
recovery purposes. 
Each EPV AGENT checks for new files and their related FLAG file which signals that the file transfer 
has been successfully completed. Once both the file and the FLAG has arrived, the parsing process is 
started. 
 
All the AGENTS are started and handled through the EPVzParserAgentsHandler program that can be 
activated by running the EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT. We recommend to add this procedure in the 
system scheduler or run it as a Windows service (please contact EPV support for more details on that). 
 
This program is designed to perform the following functions: 

- Start the AGENTS; 
- Pause the AGENTS; 
- Run the EOD (End Of Day) consolidation process. 

 
The EOD process is started when the STARTBTC flag file15 is put in any of the input folders. This 
file indicates that the data collection for the current day is completed. See Chapter 6.3 for more 
details about EOD. 
 
To run a complete EPV zParser flow, from the processing of the input files to the loading of the 
database tables, you have to perform the following steps.  
In steps a) to c) you have just to modify the $EPVPATH and $Profilename parameters with your 
installation values. 
 
a) Customize the provided EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT for FTP and End Of Day control; 
it is provided in the 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS folder16. 
 
b) Customize the provided EPVzParserEndOfDay.BAT for End Of Day control; it is provided 
in the $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS 
folder; this procedure is automatically run by the EPVzParserAgentsHandler agent; this 
procedure de-accumulates table values and will do a DB switch. 
 
c) Customize the provided EPVFocalPoint.BAT for focal point HTML page creation; it is 
provided in the  
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS folder. 
 
d) Activate the EPV Agents by running EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT procedures. 
 
e) Check if the Agents were correctly started 
 

                                                 
15 It is user responsibility to send this file at appropriate times. 
16

A complete list of EPV .BAT files is provided in attachment F.  
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To check if all the agents are running, please open the Windows Task Manager and search for 
“EPV*” processes. An example is provided in Figure 1 
 

 
Figure 1 

 
The agents produce log messages both in the Unix and Linux SYSLOG and in the Windows Event 
Viewer; the message prefix is “EPV_AGENT” (it can be customized by setting the variable 
$AGENT_ID parameter in CONFIG.PL member). 
 
Each agent creates a log file every day that contains log messages in 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/LOGS/EPVZPARSER_LOGS/yymmdd/AGENT_LOGS. 
 
f) Send the input files 
 
After all the agents are running, the following steps must be performed to begin parsing and 
collecting data:  

 send the input files you want to process in the previously defined folders,  
 after the end of each file transfer you need to send a FLAG (an empty file) with the same 

exact name of the file already sent, and the ‘_END’ suffix (e.g.: if the name of the file is 
SMFRC the flag must be named as SMFRC_END). 

  
WARNING: the FLAG file must be without any extension. 
 
 
6.3 Run the daily consolidation process (EOD) 
 
EPVzParserAgentsHandler Agent automatically initiates the batch processing when a file named 
STARTBTC (with no extension) arrives in any of the input FTP folders. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When Staging DB is enabled (see Chapter 6.4), the agent performs the following actions in 
sequence: 
 

 Stops the EPV AGENTS by setting the Agent_Status field (in the Agent_Resource table, of 
the EPV_ParserConfig database) to STOP_REQUESTED for all the agents; 

 Once all the EPV AGENTS have stopped, it starts the EOD (EPVzParserEndOfDay.BAT) 
procedure which performs the following functions: 

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME WARNING:  During the change of the hour to or from Daylight 
Saving Time the STARTBTC flag must be  scheduled far away from the time change. 
This operation is needed in order to avoid sending the flag twice or do not send it at all. 
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a. Runs the EPVzParserDbDeaccum program (to de-accumulate the appropriate 
metrics);    

b. Sets the current DB to CLOSE and the next available DB to PARSER; 
c. Runs the POSTZPARSER.BAT procedure, located in 

$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$profilename/COMMON/PROCS, that starts all the 
other EPV products or user procedures; 

 If EOD ends correctly, it restarts the EPV AGENTS by setting the Agent_Status field to 
RUNNING for all the agents. 

 
The use of Staging DB is strongly suggested with at least 2 DBs. 
When the Staging DB is not enabled, the agent performs the same actions described above without 
switching from a DB to another one and without restarting the agents. 
 
WARNING: when Staging DB is not enabled, DB cleaning and EPV AGENTS restarting has to be 
managed by the user.  
In order to clean the DB, EPVzParserDbClear.BAT has to be run. To restart  the EPV AGENTS 
execute the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_RUNNING.BAT procedure, located in 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS.BAT (be 
sure to apply the changes to all the agents).  
 
 
When using the CSV repository the EOD process is about the same. Instead of the DBs the CSV 
folders are used.  
The EPVzParserDbDeaccum program is not run in this case. 
 
6.4 Staging DB 
 
EPV zParser provides a feature called Staging DB. Its main purpose is to permit the continuity of 
the EPV zParser processing by using a set of DBs.  
 
At batch processing start, the current DB is frozen and put in “CLOSE” status; a new DB is set as 
the current DB (put in “PARSER” status) so that the processing of input data can continue without 
interruption. 
The “CLOSE” DB can be immediately used by other EPV products or customer designed 
procedures.  
 
When all these products and procedure have successfully completed, the DB will be put in 
“READY” status. A “READY” DB will be cleared and reused in a round robin fashion. 
If any product or procedure has not been able to successfully process the DB, it will remain in 
“CLOSE” status and it could not be cleared and reused unless not allowed in the $dbifbusySTOP 
parameter. 
 
Staging DB is based on a number of pre allocated DB’s from a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 99. 
The DB names have to be in the following format: dbname_X where dbname can be freely chosen 
while X should be a number between 1 and 99.  
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The relevant Staging DB parameters are $DBMAXEOD, $dbexit, $dbifbusySTOP and 
$DAYSKEEPLOADING. Please refer to Chapter 5.3 for more details. 
 
In case of CSV repository, no DB will be used. CSV files will be put inside folders but the staging 
process is the same.   

7 Using the EPV Customization GUI 
 
The EPV Customization GUI has to run on a Windows system, however you can create a profile 
which can be used to run EPV zParser on Unix or Linux. 

 
WARNING: If you want to create a profile on Windows, by using the EPV Customization GUI.  
and then move the user profile to a Unix/Linux system where the EPV products have to run, you 
have also to copy the supplied /PASSWORD, /PRODUCTS,  /SETUP, /TOOLS, /DOCUMENTS 
and /USERPROFILE folders, and all the included subfolders, from the EPV Installation CD to a 
freely chosen position in a Windows system. 
All the provided passwords have also to be copied in the PASSWORD folder. These passwords will 
be only used to run the EPV Customization GUI.   
 
A textual procedure (EpvInstForUnix.PL) which runs in Unix or Linux is also provided if you don’t 
want to run the graphical GUI on Windows. 
That procedure will do an “EXPRESS” customization based on a reduced set of parameters to be 
provided. Please refer to “EPV V12 Installation and EXPRESS Customization – Unix” 
To start working with the EPV Customization GUI, you must enter the SETUP folder and run the 
EpvInst.exe program.  
 
7.1 ADVANCED customization 
 
To proceed with the ADVANCED customization you have to select ADVANCED in the window in 
Figure 2 and press CONTINUE (for the EXPRESS customization please refer to the EPV V12 
Installation and EXPRESS Customization – Windows manual. 
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Figure 2 

 
In the next window (see Figure 3) you are asked to create a new profile if no profiles were already 
created. 
 

 
Figure 3 
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After you click YES  you can choose your new profile name and the OS where it will run (fig4) 

 

 
Figure 4 

 
If some profiles were already created, the last one will be automatically selected. 
Click DONE and choose an existing profile (eventually created using the EXPRESS customization) 
or create a New Profile in the Profile options menu on the left upper corner. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 
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Both if you use an existing profile or you create a new one after you pressed DONE, the MAIN 
panel, showing all the licensed products, the license expiration date and their configuration status, 
will popup (see Figure 5): 
 

 
Figure 6 

 
Starting from top to bottom, you can customize each EPV component; 
Only EPV General Settings and EPV zParser are discussed here. For a description of other 
components customization please refer to the appropriate product manual. 

7.1.1 EPV General Settings 
 
In this panel you need to provide the information which is shared by all components of the EPV 
product suite.  
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Figure 7 

 
In the first tab (DB Connection) shown in Figure 7, you have to specify the information related to 
the connection to the database engine17 you have chosen. If you use the CSV repository you only 
need to set the HOST NAME and do not care about the other DB Connection parameters. 

 

 
Figure 8 

 
 
In the second tab (DataBase name) shown in Figure 8, you have to specify the name of the 
database/CSV repository used by EPV zParser (default is ZPARSER) and the name of the zParser 
Configuration DB/CSV repository if you want to use the Staging DB data collection.  
 
 

                                                 
17 In case of CSV repository, no DB will be used. CSV files will be put inside folders. 
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Figure 9 

 
In the third tab (EPV folders) shown in Figure 9, you can set the working folders and the HTM 
folder path where all the HTML pages will be created (used only when EPV for z/OS or EPV for 
DB2 are installed):  

 WORKDIR = folder where the EPV zParser Reader will output .TXT and .HDR files which 
are the result of the parsing phase; 

 WORKDIRNET = folder where the EPV zParser Loader will read the .TXT and .HDR files 
to load them in the DBs; 

 HTMDIR = folder where your produced HTML pages will be put (used by EPV for z/OS, 
EPV Graph for z/OS and EPV for DB2 but not by EPV zParser). 

 
The $WORKDIR and $WORKDIRNET parameters allow you to separate the EPV zParser code, 
the DBs and the work areas on different systems. 
 
The following scenarios can be implemented:     
 
a) they are in the same system and the work areas are local to both of them; 
$WORKDIR = $WORKDIRNET (e.g. C:/WORK) 

 
b) they are in different systems the work areas are remote to both of them; 
$WORKDIR = $WORKDIRNET (e.g. //remote_system/WORK) 

 
c) they are in different systems the work areas are local to the system where EPV zParser code runs 
and therefore remote to the DBs; 
$WORKDIR = C:/WORK 
$WORKDIRNET = //system_EPV_zParser_code/WORK 
 
d) they are in different systems the work areas are local to the system where DBs are and therefore 
remote to the EPV zParser code; 
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$WORKDIR = //system_EPV_zParser_DBs/WORK 
$WORKDIRNET = C:/WORK 
 

 
Figure 10 

 
Press Save and Return to save all your customizations. 
Please be sure that your DB manager is ready and running because the GUI will check the 
connection and create all the needed DB’s. 

7.1.2 Customizing EPV zParser 
 
Press the EPV zParser button to enter the advanced customization interface. 
 
NOTE: you can note that the EPV General Settings light lamp is now green. 
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Figure 11 
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In the following window the data collection mode can be selected: if ‘ONCE A DAY’ is selected, 
only the zParser Reader Parameters tab will be available. 

 

 
Figure 12 

 
If you choose ‘CONTINUOUS’ you’ll be brought in the zParser Agent Parameters tab (Figure 
13). 
In this section, you can set the Agent name (the default is normally appropriate) and the Agent 
scope; by default the Agent scope is set to BOTH which means that both the zParser Reader and 
Loader run in the same system. 
If you want to run the Reader and the Loader in two different systems you have to create two 
profiles one for the Reader and one for Loader. 
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In the PARSER AGENTS SELECTION you have to check the input types you want to process. 
 
You can set two Agents delay parameters: 

 Agents startup delay; this is the time the agents wait before starting at zParser initialization; 
default is 0; 

 Agents wait time; this is the time the agents wait before scanning the input folder for new 
file to process and for the STARTBTC flag file (default is 100 seconds). 

 
Finally, you can choose if you want to save input data after the parsing phase. By selecting YES, a 
popup will appear allowing you to set the path where parsed files will be saved. 
 

 
Figure 13 
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In the zParser Reader Parameters tab you can set the appropriate code page and the technique 
used by the EPV zParser to avoid SMF records duplication. Default is CHECK DUMP HEADER 
which is less expensive in terms of overhead. 

 

 
Figure 14 

 
 
Warning: you do NOT have to perform this part if you are building a profile for the Loader only. 
 
Here you can also decide which type of LOGIMS record you want to collect: the default is 
LOGIMS 56FA. Please don’t care about this LOGIMS section if you don’t want to collect 
LOGIMS data. 
 
Only if you decided to run the Reader and the Loader in two different systems (by checking the 
BOTH radio button in Figure 13), you have also to check the SEND PARSER FLAT FILES TO 
ANOTHER SERVER box.  
 
In this case additional fields will appear, as shown in the next figure, allowing to set the appropriate 
FTP parameters. 
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Figure 15 

 
 
Warning: the FTP FOLDER set in the zParser Loader profile (Figure 15) has to match the input 
folder set in the zParser Reader profile (see Input Engine Configuration). Any input type folder can 
be used. 
 
In the zParser DB Management tab, you have to decide if you want to use a user DB management 
routine or if you want to use the Staging DB function provided by EPV by default (see Chapter 6.4). 
 
Warning: you do NOT have to perform this part if you are building a profile for the Reader only. 
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Figure 16 

 
When choosing STAGE DB MANAGEMENT there are some additional parameters to set: 

 the products to run after the EPVzParserEndOfDay program; 
 the “Remove duplicated data …” option if you want that zParser checks for duplicated 

records (only 30 sub 2 and 3, 70:78, 100, 115) and permanently remove them; 
 how many DBs you want to use for Staging DB (default is 5); 
 if you want to stop the process if all the DBs are in “locked” state (STOP), continue by 

reusing the oldest locked DB (OVERRIDE) or continue by keep loading data in the same 
zParser DB (KEEP). Only if you choose this feature (KEEP) you’ll have to specify the 
number of days in which you’ll keep loading data in the same zParser DB (Figure 17). 
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By selecting Input Engine Configuration in the menu at the top of the window you can customize 
each input data type.  
 

 
Figure 17 

 
We will only discuss the SMF input type here because it is the most complex case but similar 
concepts apply to all the other input types. 
 
In the SMF Input Folders tab you can set the path where you will put the SMF data to be parsed; 
more than one folder can be chosen. You can click on the right button to open a path tree where to 
set the proper input folder (Figure 18). 
 

 
Figure 18 

 
In the SMF Record Types tab you will get the SMF record type selection panel (see Figure 19). 
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Figure 19 

 
The TARGET AREA SMF record box to the right specifies which SMF records will be collected. 
The default selected records depend on the EPV zParser license (light or full). 
Help messages will be shown when passing the mouse over any window. 
A complete record description is provided in the information area at the bottom of the window by 
right clicking on any record type.  
The SMF30 record type description is presented in this example (Figure 20). 
 

 
Figure 20 

 
You can include or exclude a complete record type or just some fields from the produced output. 
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The SMF record you want to modify will move to the MODIFY AREA when you select a record 
type from the TARGET AREA and click on the MODIFY button; the example in Figure 21 shows 
how to modify the SMF 30 interval records (SMF030_2_3). 
 

 
Figure 21 

 
The SMF030_2_3 will be inserted in the “SMF record” window and the OUT030_INTERVAL will 
appear in the MODIFY AREA Output File window; when you click on the OUT030_INTERVAL 
record, all the fields included in the record will be shown in the right window (Fields of 
OUT030_INTERVA in this case). 
 
As before, if you right click each field, a description of it will be shown in the bottom window. 
You can remove a field that is useless for you by selecting the field and click on the Remove 
button; if you made a mistake, you can revert all the changes by pressing the Changes<  button. 
 
Please select SAVE or SAVE and RETURN in the Options menu to consolidate your changes. 
 
In the SMF Userexit Management tab you can write your own code to be executed during the 
parsing of SMF records. 
Functions to Check, Store and Reload your exits are also provided. 
 
Input USEREXITS are executed during parsing of input data, Output USEREXITS are executed 
during the production of TXT files in the WORK folder. 
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Figure 22 

 
In the SMF Variables Management tab, you can add, modify or remove user variables.  
 

 
Figure 23 

 
 
 

NOTE: If you add new variables, they are stored into your profile and they are used to parse the 
input records; the dictionary can be reversed to the default by clicking on the Restore SMF 
DEFAULT Dictionary button. In this case the product distributed dictionary will be substituted to 
the one you have customized. An option to save your dictionary will appear to accomplish that. 
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In the Various Settings tab, you can associate a record type to a record number. This is especially 
useful for SMF user records (from 128 to 255) such as the one produced by virtual tapes. 
 

 
Figure 24 

 
An example to set the SMF user record for BVIR (IBM TS7700 VTS) records is presented. 
Click on SMFBVIR record, the following popup will appear: 
 

 
Figure 25 

 
You can also: 

 change the path where EPV zParser will put the decoded CICS dictionary routines, 
automatically built from dictionary records found in the SMF dump; 

 specify if you want (select Y or N in the checkbox) decode also the User field inside CICS 
records (e.g. Omegamon CICS); 

 change the Recovery and BadRecovery folders paths where Agents puts the input files in 
case of a reading failure 
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 After you have finished, save all the settings by clicking the ‘Save’ or ‘Save and Return’ 

option under the ‘Options’ menu. At this point you can see that also the zParser has the 
GREEN symbol on, it means it is properly configured. (Fig 26 ) 
 

WARNING: In case you want to modify a profile when running in continuous mode you cannot 
change and save the parameters in that profile, but you need to use the Promote profile function. 
For detailed information read Chapter 7.2 

 
 

7.1.3 Additional customization steps when running in Windows systems 
 
To complete the ADVANCED customization you have to perform the following MANDATORY 
steps by using the functions provided in the Installation Actions menu: 

 Create DataBases; 
 Install Stored Procs; 
 Update EPV_ParserConfig DataBase (only if you use Staging DB); 
 Prepare Web Site. 

 

 
Figure 26 

 
After creating the database environment and stored procedures, it is also possible to check the 
database using the Database check option. 
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The ‘Prepare Web Site’ option creates all the static pages that EPV needs under the path that you 
have provided during the customization of the ‘EPV General Settings’.   
 

7.1.4 Additional customization steps when running in Unix and Linux systems 
 
After you moved your profile to a Unix or Linux system you have to perform the following 
additional customization steps: 

a) export a variable named $EPVPATH that contains your EPV path installation root folder; 
this can be accomplished by issuing the following command:  

export EPVPATH=/home/epv/EPVROOT/  
or by putting it in the EPV user automatic logon script (e.g. bashrc or /etc/profile).  

b) change the permission of all folders and files, inside it, to at least 755; 
c) remove all the CR (Carriage Return) inside all the .sh files in the profile; you can do that by 

using the standard DOS2UNIX utility; we suggest to run the following command from 
inside your $profilename: find . -type f -name '*.sh' -exec dos2unix '{}' \; 

d) allocate the zParser DBs by executing the RUNALL.sh script, located in 
$EPVPATH/TOOLS/PARSER/MYSQL_PROCS/UNIX, providing MySQL user name and 
password (e.g. ./RUNALL.sh youruser yourpassword); 

e) allocate the staging DBs by running the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.sh 
script located in  $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS. 
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7.2 Promote Profile  
 
The Promote Profile is a temporary profile, used only in continuous mode, to avoid possible loss of 
data in case the user needs to make changes to the EPV zParser parameters of an already existing 
profile. 
In particular there are two cases in which it has to be created: 

1. If the EPV Agents are active; 
2. If the Staging DBs contain data.  

 
In order to create the Promote Profile the following steps have to be executed: 

1. Open the EPV GUI and enter into the EPV zPARSER section of your current profile 
(Example: SQLSERVER);  

2. Select ‘Promote Profile’ from the ‘Option’ dropdown menu and then click ‘Yes’,  in this 
way a temporary profile called ‘$Profile__PROMOTE’ is created (Example: 
SQLSERVER__PROMOTE). 
This profile contains only two folders: COMMON and EPVZPARSER. 

3. At this point the new PROMOTE profile is automatically selected by the EPV GUI so you 
can change all the EPV zPARSER parameters according to your needs;  

4. At the end of the customization please click on Options  Save and Return. 
 

When the EOD starts and all the EPV Agents stop the contents of the ‘$Profile__PROMOTE’ are 
automatically copied to the original profile in order to apply all the changes. 
Once the copy ends the ‘$Profile__PROMOTE is automatically deleted. 
 
Remember that during the EOD a backup of you original profile is created (Example: 
SQLSERVER_at_$Today), so in case errors occur during the next execution you can restore your 
old profile. 
 
WARNING: In case your installation is running under the Unix environment you need to move the 
$Profile__PROMOTE created on Windows to Unix, by following these steps: 
 

1) Copy the $Profile__PROMOTE from Windows to Unix in the following path: 
$EPVPATH/USERPROFILE 

2) Change the permission of all folders and files, inside it, to at least 755; 
3) Remove all the CR (Carriage Return) inside all the .sh files in the the $Profile__PROMOTE; 

you can do that by using the standard DOS2UNIX utility; we suggest to run the following 
command from $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE:  

find . -type f -name '*.sh' -exec dos2unix '{}'  \; 
4) Copy the ‘Promote.TXT’ file located in the $EPVPATH/USERPROFILE/$Profile  folder 

from the original profile located on Windows to the original one that resides on Unix. 
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The following screenshots show you the creation of the PROMOTE profile from the EPV 
Customization GUI (see Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29). 
 

 
Figure 27 

 
 

 
Figure 28 
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 Figure 29 
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7.3 EPV online (only when running in Windows systems)  
 
 
The EPV online menu permits you to load data, create reports and view all the log files 
interactively. You should run the phases in the same order in which they appear in the menu. 
 
 
 
Warning: Please note that, to protect data and application integrity, the Run EPV Products and the 
Restart EPV Procedures functions are not available when in continuous mode. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 32 

 
For each step a dedicated window will be opened. From this window it is possible to check the 
return code of each step performed and view the relative detail log created by EPV.  
This feature in very useful to perform spot loading of old data without changing the user profile 
settings. 
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8 Customer support 
 
For any technical problem with or question about EPV products please write an email to: 
 
epv.support@epvtech.com 
 
For any other issue about EPV products please write an email to: 
 
epv.info@epvtech.com 
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Attachment A – SMF supported records 
 

 
Type 

Sub 
Type 

Description 

 0  IPL 
 6  Printer output 
  0 External Writer 
  2 JES2 Output Writer 
  5 JES3 Output Writer 
  7 PSF (Print Services Facility) Output 
  9 IP PrintWay Output 
 7  SMF Data Lost 
 8  I/O Configuration 
 9  Vary Device Online 
 10  Allocation Recovery 
 11  Vary Define Offline 
 14  Input Data Set Activity 
 15  Output Data Set Activity 
 16  DFSORT Statistics 
 17  Scratch Data Set Status 
 18  Rename (Non-VSAM) Data Set Status 
 19  Direct Access Volume 
 21  Tape Error Statistics by Volume 
 22  Configuration 
  1 IPL 
  2 Vary Online 
  3 Vary Offline 
  7 Vary Channel Path Online/Offline 
  8 3990 State Change 
  9 Activate 
  99  
 23  SMF Statistics 
 24  JES2 Spool Offload 
  1 Job Transmitted 
  2 Job Received 
  3 SYSOUT Transmitted 
  4 SYSOUT Received 
 25  JES3 Device Allocation 
 26 2 Job Purge: JES2 
  5 Job Purge: JES3 
 28  NPM (NetView ) Statistics 
 30  Common Address Space Work 
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  1 Job or Task Initiation 
  2 Interval Termination 
  3 Last Interval Termination 
  4 Step Termination 
  5 Job or Task Termination 
  6 System Address Space Interval Termination 
 31  TIOC (TCAM) Initialization 
 32  TSO/E User Work Accounting 
  1 Interval Termination 
  2 Session Termination 
  3 Detailed Interval Termination 
  4 Detailed Session Termination 
 33  APPC/MVS TP Accounting 
  1 Transaction Record 
  2 Conversation Record 
 36  ICF Catalog Export 
 37  NetView Hardware Monitor 
 39  NetView ( NLDM ) Response Time 
  1 RTM Collection 
  2 Session End 
  3 Session Start 
  4 Accounting and Availability 
  5 Session Start/End 
  6 Bind Failure 
  7 Init Failure 
  8 Storage and Event Counter 
 41  DIV Objects and VLF Statistics 
  1 DIV Object Accessed ( Opened ) 
  2 DIV Object Unaccessed ( Closed ) 
  3 VLF Statistics 
 42  DFSMS Statistics and Configuration 
  1 Storage Class Summary & Buffer Management 
  2 Cache Control Unit (3990-3) Statistics 
  3 SMS Configuration Change 
  4 System Data Mover Statistics 
  5 Storage Class I/O Statistics 
  6 Data Set I/O Statistics 
  9 Out of Space ABEND (Sx37) 
  10 Allocation Volume Selection Failure 
  11 XRC Interval Statistics 
  14 ADSM Accounting 
  15 VSAM RLS Storage Class Statistics 
  16 VSAM RLS Data Set Statistics 
  17 VSAM RLS CF Lock Statistics 
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  18 VSAM RLS CF Usage Statistics 
  19 VSAM RLS Buffer LRU Statistics 
  20 All PDSE Members Deleted 
  21 PDS/PDSE Member Deleted 
  22 DFSMSrmm Audit Records 
  23 DFSMSrmm Security Records 
  24 Member Add/Replace 
  25 Member rename 
 43  JES Started 
  2 JES2 Started 
  5 JES3 Started 
 45  JES Stopped 
  2 JES2 Stopped 
  5 JES3 Stopped 
 47  JES Signon / Line Started 
  2 JES2 Line Started 
  5 JES3 Line Started 
 48  JES Signoff / Line Stopped 
  2 JES2 Line Stopped 
  5 JES3 Line Stopped 
 49  JES Integrity 
  2 JES2 Integrity 
  5 JES3 Integrity 
 50  VTAM Tuning Statistics 
 52  JES2 Line Started ( SNA ) 
 53  JES2 Line Stopped ( SNA ) 
 54  JES2 Integrity ( SNA ) 
 55  JES2 Network Started 
 56  JES2 Network Integrity 
 57  JES Network Transmission 
  2 JES2 SYSOUT Transmission 
  5 JES3 Networking Transmission 
 58  JES2 Network Signoff 
 59  MVS/BDT File-to-File Transmission 
 60  VSAM Volume Data Set Updated 
 61  ICF Catalog Define Activity 
 62  VSAM Component or Cluster Opened 
 63  VSAM Catalog Entry Defined (obsolete) 
 64  VSAM Component or Cluster Status 
 65  ICF Catalog Delete Activity 
 66  ICF Catalog Alter Activity 
 67  VSAM Catalog Entry Deleted (obsolete) 
 68  VSAM Catalog Entry Renamed (obsolete) 
 69  VSAM Data Space Modified (obsolete) 
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 70  RMF/CMF Processor Activity 
 

 1 
RMF Processor Activity  
CPU, PR/SM and ICF Activity 

 
 2 

RMF Processor Activity 
Cryptographic Hardware Activity 
 

 71  RMF/CMF Paging Activity 
 72  RMF/CMF Workload Activity & Storage Data 
  3 Workload Activity 
  4 Storage Data 
  5 Serialization delay 
 73  RMF/CMF Channel Path Activity 
 74  RMF/CMF Resource Activity 
  1 Device Activity 
  2 XCF Activity 
  3 OMVS Resource Activity 
  4 Coupling Facility Activity 
  5 Cache Subsystem Device Activity 
  6 HFS Statistics 
  7 FICON Director Statistics 
  8 Enterprise Disk System Statistics 
 75  RMF/CMF Page Data Set Activity 
 76  RMF/CMF Trace Activity 
 77  RMF/CMF Enqueue Activity 
 78  RMF/CMF Virtual Storage & I/O Activity 
  2 Virtual Storage Activity 
  3 I/O Queuing Activity 
 79  RMF/CMF Monitor II Activity 
  1 Address Space State Data 
  2 Address Space Resource Data 
  3 Storage/Processor Data 
  4 Paging Activity 
  5 Address Space SRM Data 
  6 Reserve Data 
  7 Enqueue Contention Data 
  8 Transaction Activity 
  9 Device Activity 
  10 Domain Activity 
  11 Page Data Set Activity 
  12 Channel Path Activity 
  13 ?? 
  14 I/O Queuing Activity 
  15 IRLM Long Lock Detection 
 80  Security Product Processing 
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 81  RACF Initialization 
 82  ICSF (Cryptography) Record 
  1 ICSF Started 
  2 CUSP Activity 
  3 Change in Number of Processors 
  4 ICSF Error Condition 
  5 Security Mode Change 
  6 Master key part section 
  7 Key Part Entered via Key Entry Unit (KEU) 
  8 In-Storage CKDS Refreshed 
  9 Dynamic CKDS Update 
  10 PKA Master Clear Key Part entered 
  11 DES Master Clear Key Part entered 
  12 CSFSPKSC Request/Reply 
  13 PKDS Dynamic Update 
  14 PCI Master Key Clear Key Part Entered 
  15 PCI Retain Key Created or Deleted 
  16 CSIPCI Request/Reply 
  17 PCI Usage Statistics 
  18 Cryptographic Processor Online/Offline 
  19 PCI X Operation 
  20 PCIXCC/CEX2C Processing Times 
  21 ICSF Join/Leave Sysplex 
  22 Trusted Block Create Callable 
  23 Token Data Set Update 
  24 Duplicate Tokens Found 
  25 Key Stor Policy 
  26 Public key dataset refresh 
  27 PKA Key Management Extensions 
  28 High Performance Encrypted Key 
  29 TKE Workstation Audit Record 
 83  RACF Audit Record for Data Sets 
 84  JES3 Monitoring Facility (JMT) 
  1 FCT Analysis 
  2 FCT Summary and Highlight 
  3 Spool Data Management 
  4 Cellpool and Control Block Utilization 
  5 Job Analysis 
  6 Hot Spot Analysis 
  7 Internal Reader DSP Analysis 
  8 SSI Response Time Analysis 
  9 SSI Destination Queue Analysis 
  10 Workload Manager Analysis 
 85  OAM Transaction Performance 
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  1 OSREQActivity 
  32 OSMCStorManAct 
  36 OSMCSingleObjectRecoveryUtility 
  37 OSMCLibrarySpaceManagement 
  64 LCSOpticalLibraryVary 
  68 LCSOpticalCartridgeEntry 
  74 LCSOpticalWriteRead 
  78 LCSTapeWriteRead 
  87 OAMTapeVolumeDemount 
 86  CIM Server Audit
  1 Authentication 
  2 Configuration 
  3 Provider Status 
  4 CIM Operations 
 88  System Logger Data 
  1 Log Stream Activity 
  11 Coupling Facility Structure Altered 
 89  Licensed Product Usage Data 
  1 Product Usage Data 
  2 Product State Data 
 90  System Status Change 
  1 SET TIME 
  2 SET DATE 
  3 SETDMN 
  5 SET SMF 
  6 SWITCH SMF 
  7 HALT EOD 
  8 IPL PROMPT 
  9 IPL SMF 
  10 IPL SRM 
  11 SET OPT 
  13 SETSMF 
  14 SET MPF 
  15 SET SMF (restart SMF) 
  16 SET DAE 
  17 SET PFK 
  18 SET GRSRNL 
  19 SET APPC 
  20 SET ASCH 
  21 SET SCH 
  22 SET CNGRP 
  23 IPL WLM 
  24 VARY WLM 
  25 MODIFY WLM 
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  26 IPL LOGREC 
  27 SETXCF START (restart management) 
  28 SETXCF STOP (restart management) 
  29 SET PROG (LNKLST activation) 
  30 RESET 
  31 SET PROG (LPALST activation) 
  32 WLM Policy Change 
  33 Set Autor Command 
  34 Processor Capacity Change 
 91  BatchPipes/MVS Statistics 
  1 Subsystem Started 
  2 Subsystem Interval Statistics 
  4  
  5  
  6  
  7  
  10  
  11  
  12  
  13  
  14  
 92  z/OS UNIX File System Activity 
  1 File System Mounted 
  2 File System Suspended/Quiesced 
  4 File System Resumed/Unquiesced 
  5 File System Unmounted 
  6 File System Remounted 
  7 File System Moved 
  10 File Opened 
  11 File Closed 
  12 Memory Map Started (MMAP) 
  13 Memory Map Ended (MUNMAP) 
  14 File or folder deleted/renamed 
  15 File security attributes changed by APF authorized 
 94  Tape Library Dataserver Statistics 
  1 34xx library statisticas 
  2 Volume pooling statistics 
 97  Foreign Enclave Resource Data 
 99  System Resource Manager Decisions 
  1 System Level Data 
  2 Service Class Activity 
  3 Service Class Period Plot Data 
  4 Device Cluster 
  5 Monitored Address Spaces 
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  6 Service Class Period Summary 
  7 ESS/PAV Statistics 
  8 LPAR/CPU Management Statistics 
  9 Dynamic Channel Path Summary 
  10 Dynamic Processor Speed Change 
  11 Group capacity limits 
  12 HiperDispatch interval data 
  14 HiperDispatch topology data 
 100  DB2 Statistics 
  0 System Services  
  1 DATA BASE SERVICES 
  2 DYNAMIC ZPARM 
  3 GLOBAL STATS  
  4 IFCID 0225 DB BUFFER 
  5 IFCID 0369 CPU AND WAIT STATS 
 101  DB2 Accounting 
  0 ACCOUNTING  
  1 ACCOUNTING PACKAGE/DBRM 
 102  DB2 Performance/Serviceability 
 103  HTTP Server Statistics 
  1 Configuration record 
  2 Statistic record 
  13 Thread statistics 
  14 Information on each request 
 105  GDPS Global Mirror
  1 Product and Session sections 
  2 Disk subsystem and Individual LSS sections 
 108  Domino Server Statistics 
  1 Server Load 
  2 User activity 
  3 Monitoring and Tuning 
  6 Data base activity 
 109  TCP/IP Statistics 
 110  CICS Transaction Server 
  1  
  2  
 111  CICS transaction Gateway V7.1 
    
 113  Hardware capacity, reporting and statistics 
  1 Not accumulated counter data 
  2 Accumulated counter data ( old ) 
 115  MQ Serie Statistics 
  1 System Information 
  2 Resource Usage Statistics 
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  5 QSPH - Storage Manager Pool Header Statistics 
  6 QSGM - Storage Manager Getmain Statistics 
  7 QSRS - Storage Manger Region Summary 
 116  MQSeries Accounting Statistics 
 117  WEBSPHERE Message Broker 
 118  TCP/IP Statistics 
  1 TCP API initialization 
  2 TCP API termination 
  3 FTP client 
  4 TN3270 client 
  5 TCP/IP statistics 
  20 TN3270 server initialization 
  21 TN3270 server termination 
  70 FTP server append subcommand 
  71 FTP server delete subcommand 
  72 FTP server logon failures 
  73 FTP server rename 
  74 FTP server retrieve 
  75 FTP server store 
 119  TCP/IP Statistics 
  1 TCP Connection Initiation 
  2 TCP Connection Termination 
  3 FTP Client Transfer Completion 
  5 TCP/IP Statistics 
  6 Interface Statistics 
  7 Server Port Statistics 
  8 TCP/IP Stack Start/Stop 
  10 UDP Socket Close 
  20 TN3270 Server SNA Session Initiation 
  21 TN3270 Server SNA Session Termination 
  22 TSO Telnet Client Connection Initiation 
  23 TSO Telnet Client Connection Termination 
  70 FTP Server Transfer Completion 
  72 FTP Server Login Failure 
 120  WebSphere Performance Statistics 
  1 Server Activity 
  2 Container Activity Class 
  3 Server Interval 
  4  
  5 J2EE Container Activity 
  6 J2EE Container Interval 
  7 WebContainer Activity 
  8 WebContainer Interval 
  9 Request Activity record 
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  10 Outbound Request record 
 SMFZCOST  zCost tool records 
 BVIR  Hydra History SMF like records  
 BVIRHIST  Bulk BVIR machine format records 
 VTCS  Virtual tape library 
 CONTROL-D   

 

Attachment B – IMF supported records 
 
 

Type Description 

 FA Transaction Log Record 
 56 FA Transaction Accounting Record 
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Attachment C – IMS log supported records 
 
 

Type Description 

 01 Message Dequeue, Save or Delete 
 07 Application Terminate Accounting 
 08 Application Start Accounting 
 31 Message Get-Unique 
 35 Message Enqueue 
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Attachment D – z/VM supported records 
 

 
Domain Record Description 

 0 1 System Data (Per Processor) 
 0 2 Processor Data (Per Processor) 
 0 3 Real Storage Data (Global) 
 0 5 Expanded Storage Data (Per Processor) 
 0 14 Expanded storage data (Global) 
 0 16 CPU Utilization Data in a Logical Partition 
 0 17 Physical CPU utilization data for LPAR management 
 0 20 Extended Channel Measurement Data (Per Channel) 
 1 4 System Configuration Data 
 1 5 Processor Configuration Data 
 1 6 Device Configuration Data 
 1 7 Memory Configuration Data 
 1 8 Paging Configuration Data 
 1 9 Sample Data 
 1 17 Expanded Storage Configuration Data 
 3 4 Auxiliary Storage Management 
 4 3 User Activity Data 
 4 4 User Interaction Data 
 6 3 Device Activity Data 
 6 4 Cache Activity Data 
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Attachment E – Installing MYSQL 
 
MySQL installation in Windows 

Please note that the installation procedure described in this document refers to MySQL 5.0; 
installing a different version of MySQL may require some changes.  
 

The following tools are needed to install the MySQL database. It is provided in the EPV installation 
cd: 

1. mysql-essential-5.0.23-win32.msi 
2. mysql-administrator-1.1.9-win.msi 
3. mysql-query-browser-1.1.20-win.msi 
4. mysql-workbench-gpl-5.2.47-win.msi 

 
1. Install the mysql-essential-5.0.23-win32.msi: 

 Choose ‘Typical’ for setup type 
 Skip signup 
 Check the ‘Configure MySQL Server now’ 

This will open a Configuration tool where you need to customize: 
 Choose ‘Detailed Configuration’ 
 Choose ‘Developer Machine’18 
 Choose ‘Non-Transactional Database Only’ 
 Choose ‘Decision Support (DSS)/OLAP’ 
 Check ‘Enable TCP/IP Networking’ and leave the port number to 3306 
 Uncheck ‘Enable Strict Mode’ 
 Choose ‘Latin1’ as character set 
 Check ‘Install As Windows Service’ 
 Check ‘Include Bin Folder in Windows PATH’ 
 Choose a password for the root user 

 
2. Install the mysql-administrator-1.1.9-win.msi: 

 Choose ‘Complete’ 
 
3. Install the mysql-query-browser-1.1.20-win.msi: 

 Choose ‘Complete’ 
 

4. Install the mysql-workbench-gpl-5.2.47-win.msi: 
 

                                                 
18 If you have a dedicated machine for MySQL you can choose the ‘Dedicated MySQL Server Machine’ option to let 
databases use more memory and work faster. 
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MySQL installation in Unix/Linux  
 
In Unix/Linus environments the MySQL installation is slightly different depending on the Unix 
flavour or on the Linux distribution. 
Please refer to the MySQL installation manual to find the appropriate installation procedure. 
 
Generally speaking you can choose to install  RPM’s (ready to install packages) or to compile the 
MySQL sources. 
In the first case, which is the more common, you can start your software management tool (e.g.: 
YaST or Yum), select the MySQL package and install it. 
 
The configuration file is normally in /etc/my.cnf;  you must edit it and set some variables as per 
instructions provided in  Chapter 2.1.1. 
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Attachment F – BAT or sh Procedures 
 
Only BAT procedures are described here but the same procedures are automatically created as shell 
scripts, from the EPV Customization GUI, if you choose a Unix/Linux style profile. You can also 
find them in the distributed Unix profile to allow a manual customization. 
 
User profile batch procedures 
 

 Inside the folder $EPVPATH\USERPROFILE\$profile\COMMON\PROCS:  
 

1. ALLPHASES.BAT This batch runs sequentially all the steps of the product 
licensed 

2. EPV_ZIP_MOVE.BAT this batch performs a copy of the HTM folder to a 
backup path specified during the profile creation adding 
a timestamp. 

3. NIGHTBATCH_ZOS_ZGRAPH.BAT Used by the POSTZPARSER_PARALLEL.BAT, it 
launches the NIGHTBATCH_ZOS and the 
NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH sequentially. 

4. POSTZPARSER.BAT This proc launches all the NIGHTBATCH procedures. 
5. POSTZPARSER_PARALLEL.BAT It can be used instead of POSTZPARSER.BAT. It will 

execute all the NIGHTBATCH procedures in parallel. 
6. REMOVEFILES.BAT this batch deletes inside the LOGS folder all the files 

older than an amount of days (default = 3) 
7. SQL.BAT User SQL that can be customized and will be launched 

by ALLPHASES.BAT. You can do some SQL 
commands prior to launch EPV products 

 
 Inside the folder $EPVPATH\USERPROFILE\$profile\EPVZPARSER\AGENT\PROCS: 

 
1. EPVFocalPoint.BAT It produces an HTML page showing the state of EPV 

processing. 
2. EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT Runs the Main Agent that starts and controls, all the 

agents, EPVzParser, for each input folder. It also waits 
for the STARTBTC flag in one of the chosen input 
folders. 

3. EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_SHUTDOWN.BAT 
It sets the Agents status to SHUTDOWN. 

4. EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_RUNNING.BAT 
It sets the Agents status to RUNNING.  

5. EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_STOP_ACCEPTED.BAT 
It sets the Agents status to STOP_ACCEPTED. 

6. EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_STOP_REQUESTED.BAT 
It sets the Agents status to STOP_REQUESTED. 
 

7.   EPVzParserEndOfDay.BAT Starts End of Day procedure, swithches the Staging 
DB’s and starts NIGHTBATCH procedure; normally is 
automatically started by EPVzParserAgentsHandler 
Agent. 

8. NIGHTBATCH.BAT Launches the procedure, for all the EPV products, that 
will build HTML report pages 
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 Inside the folder $EPVPATH\USERPROFILE\$profile\EPVZPARSER\PROCS: 
 

1. EPVzParser_And_DbFill_ZOS.BAT Reads and loads ZOS data (SMF, DCO, LOGIMS, 
BVIR). 

2. EPVzParser_And_ZipFtp_ZOS.BAT Reads, zip and FTP zParser’s ZOS work files. 
3. EPVzParser_ZOS.BAT Reads ZOS data. 
4. EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_RestoreDefault.BAT 

Restores EPVzParserConfig DB default values (and 
update them if you’ve modified them). 

5. EPVzParserDbClear.BAT Clears the zParser’s DB. 
6. EPVzParserDbDeaccum_ZOS.BAT De-accumulate SMF data. 
7. EPVzParserDbFill_ZOS.BAT Loads ZOS parsed data in the DB. 
8. EPVzParserLogsAnalyzer.BAT Analyzes zParser’s logs and creates an HTML report of 

the analysis. 
9. EPVzParserSMFRecoveryMover.BAT Used by the ALLPHASES.BAT procedure in order to 

move in the Recovery folder the SMF file if the parsing 
process ends with errors. 

10. EPVzParserUnzip_And_DbFill_ZOS.BAT Unzips and loads ZOS parsed data in the DB. 
 

Please check EPV Products suite documentation, for a list of BAT and SH files specific for the product.  
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Related documentation 
 

The following manuals complement the information provided in this manual: 

 EPV V13 Installation and EXPRESS Customization in Unix    

 EPV V13 Installation and EXPRESS Customization in Windows    

 EPV for z/OS V13 Installation and Customization  

 EPV Graph for z/OS V13 Installation and Customization  

 EPV for DB2 V12 Installation and Customization  

 EPV for WMQ V12 Installation and Customization 

 EPV for zLINUX V12 Installation and Customization  

 EPV V13 Operations Guide 
 
 


